An innovative model of transnational literary exchanges drawing on the latest work in philosophical logic and analytic Asian philosophy

“The fact of the unity and diversity of cultural worlds makes humanistic scholarship infinite. But deep differences impede understanding, maybe even sympathy. Ryan Johnson calls his way through this obstacle an intentional "vagueness", a term too modest to reflect the careful analyses and brilliant conjectures that bring his choice of French, Chinese, Japanese and English works into a closer conversation.” — Haun Saussy, University Professor of Comparative Literature, University of Chicago

Ryan Johnson’s _Transnationalism and Translation in Modern Chinese, English, French and Japanese Literatures_ is an important scholarly contribution to comparative literature, world literature and translation studies. It provides us with fascinating critiques of theoretical issues and exciting comparative analyses of individual works.” — Akitoshi Nagahata, Professor of English and American Literature, Nagoya University

Drawing on the latest work in comparative philosophy and comparative literature, this book presents an innovative model of transnational literary exchanges.
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